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DISCLAIMERs
1) This paper is written in preparation of a text book about Mathematical Innovation Theory and Substantive Patent Law Technology (see the FSTP-Pro-

ject’s Ref. List at its end). I.e., it is just as all other papers from this series, not self-explanatory independently of its companion papers.
2) As it often refers to e.g. a footnote u) in[xyz] ─ xyz identifying an entry in the Reference List ─ such references have the form "…. [xyz/u)]". Some of the so
referred to items are repeated here for clarification as learned from feedback.
3) This MEMO clarifies what actually is the status of the §101/PE-problem, what its broader context is, and what role the USPTO’s IEG therein plays.

Refining the USPTO’s IEG Update for Solving the PE Problem
and

A PS to my Comment on John Duffy's Essay about "Claiming" under 35 USC
Sigram Schindler
TU Berlin & TELES Patent Rights International GmbH

I. The § 101 Heat Holds on ─ § 101 Irrationalities Running Wild
Originally, the following was to have been just a note about the second headline: That John Duffy's
Essay ("JDE"[314]), focused on "classical/pre-A"3.a) claiming, provides the historic context for the Supreme
Court’s “MBA framework semiotic rocket” launch of the needs of an “emerging technology claimed invention,
ETCI” as requiring for ETCIs’ PE enablement the by Alice outlined "refined/post-A“ claiming. This author discussed this alleged requirement with Prof. Heinz Goddar and Prof. Josef Straus in Berlin on 12.10.2016.
Yet during the § 101 meetings of the USPTO in Alexandria on 14.11.2016 and of the IAM in DC on
15.11.2016 this original plan had to be changed: Several very important voices in the patent community
complained again about ●an allegedly still raging § 101 rejection mania with the USPTO’s examiners and ●a
never-ending sequence of inconsistent § 101 decisions by the CAFC due to the allegedly incomprehensible
Alice decision. These voices reiterated (see above) that § 101 should be stopped, one way or another ─ by
the Congress, by the Supreme Court itself as having caused this alleged “morass”, or somehow by the
CAFC, USPTO and district courts ─ as judicial consistency and predictability, urgently required from Substantive Patent Law (“SPL”) by any investor into an area of the US innovation economies, would (miraculously) be reestablished by the application of SPL §§ 112/102/103 alone. For short: All that is nonsense!
Section II of this publication hence starts with a brief recapitulation of that and why it is untenable to
still complain about the incomprehensibility of the Supreme Court’s Mayo/Biosig/Alice (“MBA”) decisions, in
particular of Alice. The CAFC’s recent series of PE decisions from DDR on prove the contrary.1.a) And:
Excluding from patenting only unlimited preemptive inventionsb) ─ as Mayo requires and Alice outlines how
to achieve ─ already completely solves the hitherto “PE problem”. I.e.: The “§ 101 problem” doesn’t exist
anymore. The USPTO’s next update of its IEG should emphasize this (mathematically proven) fact.c)
Section III then elaborates on an ETCI’s ●exact/precise/complete description by its “inventive concepts, inCs”7.a) and ●in these CAFC PE decisions still missing (subtle but mandatory preemptivity) checksd).
Both “●” may be seen as two blueprints for expansions of the USPTO’s IEG Update that this author suggested in[347] for showing how everybody must proceed for reliably excluding the “Alice way” his/her PE problem.
Section IV finalizes with the short note mentioned in the first paragraph above.
The CAFC’s evident uncertainties ─ whether an ETCI meets the Alice decision’s requirements ─ show subtle flaws soon vanishing. Not
because then some majority meaning will prevail (which may change at any time), but because SPL by the MBA framework arose to a
sub-physical, purely notional, absolutely exact science. And as any exact science, this SPL is defined to be a new area of Mathematics,
the definition of which is provided by a set of “35 USC/MBA” axioms[9.b], and ETCIs under this 35 USC/SPL Mathematics are just theorems
in this new area of Mathematics that may be mathematically proven to be correct (and then are protected by SPL) or are false.
Modern Mathematics comprises many such areas, any one of which is a sub-physical exact science within Mathematics, e.g. Set
Theory. Just as the latter is defined by a set of “Set Theory” axioms ─ e.g. the set of ZFC axioms[2] ─ the exact SPL Theory is defined by
a set of “SPL Theory” axioms[9.b,273,316], e.g. the set of ‘35 USC/MBA framework’ axioms[9.b] enabling rationalizing3.b) all ETCIs[182]/III..
.b i.e. focusing on an aspect, until recently totally ignored by the patent community, although by Mayo/Alice repeatedly clearly emphasized: That ETCI is defined to be PE iff it passes the Alice decision’s PE analysis, i.e. iff it is of only limited preemptivity[300, 301].
.c By its MBA framework decisions the Supreme Court has enabled granting ETCIs absolutely robust patent protection ─ now the CAFC
and USPTO are joining in. This puts the US National Patent System into a worldwide lead of at least 10 years.
.d Due to its huge examiner corps, the USPTO totally dislikes these two here key notions, “inventive concepts” and “preemptions”. Yet
since 3+ years respective automatic learning systems are announced, e.g. for FSTP-Technology8.a)/[9.b,350], eliminating this ‘huge
classes’ problem. As to the IEG: It cannot provide a comparable user guidance, as long as it is not based on these two key terms.

1.a
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II. The Complete Solution of the ETCI’s § 101 a.k.a. PE Problem2.a)
The “Alice analysis” mission: Determine, for nPE “Technical Teachings, TT0s”b1), the minimal SPL requirement to be met to transform it into a PE ETCI not jeopardizing the NPS, as being limited preemptive.
Its solutionb2) is: The "Eligibility Determination Aspects Test, EDA-Test" using an ETCI's 4 key EDAy,
4≤y≤7, based on the ETCI's specificationc1) ─ i.e. to provide the ETCI's 4.)"nPE TT0", 5.)"limited preemptivity"[300,p.5], 6.)"significantly more than TT0" alias "inCAlice", 7.)"application of the nature of TT0".
Using all 7 EDAy ─ and using the abbreviationc2) ─ the EDA-Test is described by:
EDA1: ETCI meets § 112, meaninga):
A-crCS ∷= {A-crC0n, ∀1≤n≤N} ∷= {∧1≤k≤Kn (E-crC0nk v E-ncrC0nk), ∀1≤n≤N} 
E-crCS ∷={E-crC0nk, ∀1≤k≤Kn,∀1≤n≤N} E-crCS is [in i): (newusefuldefinitecomplete) V in ii): (newusefuldefinite)]
EDA2: ETCI is lawfully disclosed, i.e. all crCnk are lawfully disclosed, just as their peer leCnk, with 1≤n≤N  1≤k≤Kn;
EDA3: ETCI is enablingly disclosed, i.e. the implementability ∀A-crC0n, 1≤n≤N (embodying all their above E-crC0nk 1≤k≤Kn);
EDA4: ETCI comprises an "nPE TT0", as: 7.f)
scope(crCSTT0) ≠+ Φ;
EDA5: ETCI is "limited preemptive", as: 7.f)
(scope(crCSTT0) ≠+ Φ)  (TT0scope(crCSCI)  scope(crCSTT0))  (crCSAlice ≠ Φ);
EDA6: ETCI is "significantly more" than TT0, i.e. an inventive Alice concept exists, as: III.7
crCSAlice ≠ Φ;
EDA7: ETCI is an "application of the nature of TT0 ", as: III.9
TT0scope(crCSCI)  scope(crCSTT0 );

FIG1: The EDA-Test of an nPE TT0, Transforming TT0 into a PE ETCI[301], Refining the IEG’s Deficient Two-Step-Testf)

To execute the 7 EDA-testy ─ the 4 last and here key ones were hitherto unknown ─ its user must input
to them the ETCI informationc3):
 EDA1: COM(ETCI).
 EDA2: Confirm the lawful disclosure of all K E-crC0k’s ─ 1≤k≤K simplify all above nk, K=∑1≤n≤NKn.
 EDA3: Confirm the enablement of all N A-crC0n’s.
 EDA4: Cbvttt "scope(crCSTT0) ≠+ Φ"d) tells "TT0 is nPE"f), as it comprises a crC being a natural
phenomenon or an abstract idea or is itself an abstract idea.
TT0
+
 EDA5: Cbvttt "(scope(crCS ) ≠ Φ)  ((TT0scope(crCSCI)  scope(crCSTT0))  crCSAlice ≠ Φ)"
tells the "ETCI is limited preemptive", as of[300/p.5].
Alice
≠ Φ" tells the “ETCI is significantly more than TT0”, as defined in[300/2.b)].
 EDA6: Cbvttt "crCS
 EDA7: Cbvttt "TT0scope(crCSCI)scope(crCSTT0)" tells the "ETCI is an application of TT0 nature".
The EDA-Test is the "O-/A-/E-refinement" of the Alice analysis. Thereby holds:
α) Any EDAy, 4≤y≤7, of an ETCI is a mathematical expression made up of its N+K A-/E-crC0n/k’s.
β) By the EDA-Test an ETCI’s PE is known iff its and its TT0’s description by its K E-inC0k’s is known.
γ) An ETCI has an EDAy, 4≤y≤7 iff EDAy’s x E-crCs, 1≤x≤K, verify the logical expression of EDAy.
δ) An ETCI is PE iff it has all 7 EDAy's ─ verifying that its nPE TT0 is transformed into a PE ETCI.
ε) An ETCI is PE iff it passes the EDA-Test, i.e. the refined test of the Alice decision’s PE analysis.
ζ) For a mathematical COM(ETCI)e), EDA4-7 need no input as by IES[9.b] automatically executable.
2

.a This page is a context adjusted excerpt from[300]. For the terms TT0, COM(ETCI), TT0, scope, ≠+, crCSTT0, crCSCI, and crCSAlice see 8.a)[301].
.b1
That TT0 ─ resp. its crCSTT0 ─ is on its own an nPE yet definite and useful invention (not necessarily new)8.a), which is or comprises an
abstract idea or comprises a natural phenomenon, is here indicated by the term “=+”, defined to comprise this very property of TT0.
.b2
Note that the Supreme Court’s “Alice solution” is truly Solomonic. While it principally cannot declare a natural phenomenon and/or an
abstract idea to be PE (as this would imply massive contradictions to other areas of life, the freedom of which is guaranteed by the US Constitution), but any application of it is granted to be PE (subject to this application’s embodying an independent concept, not really being an additional
restriction as required by this application’s patentability anyway[300,301]). Thus, this solution evidently meets the interests of all parties in the
patent economy interested in patenting ETCIs ─ without thereby risking to potentially put the US NPS into jeopardy8.a). [300,301]
While the CAFC's decisions in DDR/Enfish/IVT/McRO/AMDOCS are principally all in line with the Supreme Court's refined Alice
analysis and its solution by the EDA-Test, they all ─ except DDR ─ fail to clarify the “independence of crCSAlice from TT0”8.a). [300/2.b)]
.c1
The Alice decision introduces all EDAs. For the necessary&sufficient mathematical expressions indicating an ETCI’s PE see Section III.
.c2
in an ETCI's i)claim interpretation being based on its inventor’s information, in its ii)claim construction on this claim interpretation
.c3
In simple cases ζ) applies today alreadye). Then only for EDA-test1-3 user input is needed: The IES may derive from it the rest.
.d “Cbvttt” abbreviates “Confirm by verification that the term" .... And “=+” assesses thatTT0 is unlimited preemptive and hence nPE.
.e Defining the inCs of COM(ETCI) mathematically ─ on top of resp. models ─ is with simple ETCIs always possible[273,316,320].
.f The above EDA-Test is a refinement of the IEG’s “Two-Step”-Test (as the former works also with the rational(izable) E-level of notional
resolution, the latter with the metaphysical/metarational O-level only), which does not meet all the Supreme Court’s Alice requirements: Its first step corresponds with EDA4, but its second step (checking for the existence of an inventive Alice concept, corresponding to EDA6) is also required to check EDA5 or EDA7, which the IEG totally ignores. It thus finds some ETCIs PE, but Alice nPE‼!
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III. Blueprints for the USPTO’s IEG as to “Inventive Concept” and “Significantly More”
or academically3.a)

The Supreme Court's "Refined Claiming" Rationalizes John Duffy's "Classic Claiming"
The Supreme Court's MBA decisions paved the way for refining the pre-A cognitive qualities of all SPL
notions of JDE’s varying classical claiming to these SPL notions’ unique post-A cognitive qualities, i.e.
to their rationalizationsb). It thus established a paradigm shift of the meanings of many basic SPL
notions ─ hitherto of pre-A cognitive quality only, i.e. of plain Metaphysicsb) ─ into rationality.
Exemplary notions of this kind are an ETCI’sc) "inventive concept(s), inC(s)" and “scope" ─ for which
hitherto no (meta)rational definition exists, as elaborated on in Subsection III.8 ─ just as its embodied2.a)
nPE invention’s “transformation”/“nature”/“significantly more”, presented in the final Subsection III.9.
The rationalizations of all such notions enable, first of all and even mathematically,
assessing an ETCI’s definiteness, PE, patentability, and its patent’s legally absolute robustness.

This once more: These rationalizations warrant that an ETCI by passing the FSTP-Test[300,301] shows
that the ETCI’s patent is legally absolutely robust, i.e. is unassailable by SPL if its facts are correct (by
Teva decided by district courts). This statement is unthinkable without the ETCI being based on its inCs.
Thus, expanding the next IEG update by the therein missing two PE notions seems reasonable.
Two blueprints for them are provided next.

Yet this “pre-A to post-A paradigm refinement” of testing an ETCI for its being PEd) is not trivial. Hence,
any of the below 9 Subsections III.1-9 clarifies only its headline’s single aspect. Thereby some of these
clarifications may at the first seem to be quite sophisticated ─ but only on the first reading.e)
3 .a

.b

.c
.d
.e

Upfront an important notice: The THESE meanings of the terms "Aufklärung, A”, ”pre-A/post-A", "Metaphysics/Rationality", "O-/A-/Elevels of notional resolution", and in their vicinities of "Concept", "Decidability", … – used in[332], here also often referred to – will be
clarified in more detail in a Memo of its own[273,316,320]. I.e.: Here a very rudimentary understanding of these notions fully suffices for
facilitating talking about cognitive paradigm shifts[335] of historic dimensionality tightly related to the Supreme Court’s MBA framework.
In other words: The Supreme Court has by its MBA framework performed a paradigm shift[331,332] – partly completed or only
indicated or induced[300/1.d)] – anyway a groundbreaking refinement of the classical "paradigm for claiming"[314], i.e. also of the classical
paradigm for SPL precedents about inventions. Without this Supreme Court initiative – enabling ETCIs' absolutely robustIII.8 patent
protection – this notional refinement probably would have been deferred for another 30 years, thus perpetuating the just overcome
serious crisis with ETCIs[332/p.1]), i.e. with inventions embodying a natural law or an abstract idea (in spite of their often being especially
meritorious due to their comprising crucial "low Metaphysics"[316], seeb)).
Everybody in the patent community intuitively somehow grasps the following notion “inC” in III.1-9. But let’s be better, namely rational.
By all the epistemological insights achieved since Analytic Philosophy, the advent of AIT[2], and the incredible power that they already have and permanently increase, some basic philosophical notions echoing Kant’s thought ─ “practitioners only” may skip this and
similar footnotes ─ may in their cognitive quality today be represented more simply and crisply than earlier, what is done here. Especially,
only few simplified ontological categories ('named inventions' made up from 'named elements with named properties/meanings') and the
results of their rationalizations modeled by “Mathematical Knowledge Representation, MKR”[2,320], suffice for precisely representing the
Supreme Court's MBA framework. This brings together theoretical SPL&ETCI- with AI’s cutting edge ETCI&MKR-thinking.
Thereby shall hold:

Any ETCI notion is 'metaphysical’ (= ‘irrational') or 'metarational'(= 'metarationalized') or 'rational'(= 'rationalized') if it is in
its detailed working 'not-at-all’ or ‘partially’ or ‘fully understood', whereby understood means ‘mathematically defined’III.8[320]. A notion
being metarational hence indicates that part of its meaning is not yet mathematized as still metaphysical. By an axiom this part (or a
part of it) may be rationalized/mathematized ─ as e.g. the axiom “i ∷= SQRT(-1)” is the rationalization of “i”, expanding the real
numbers’ rationality to the rationality of complex numbers. Evidently, no separation line exists between the first two notions.

Terms in '…' belong to the Metalanguage here used, having simplified 'Aufklärung, A' meanings, adapted to the needs here –
yet still powerful enough for stating an ETCI's SPL property, as needed in everyday communications about it.

The syntax and semantics of the Metalanguage used here are vastly immaterial, as usually being just “glue”. By contrast, the
Objectlanguage on top of (i.e. defined by use of) this Metalanguage is crucial. A notion of the latter is always a 'compound' or an
'elementary' one, whereby a compound notion is made up of a conjunction of finitely many elementary notions. Any elementary notion
is made up of finitely many binary notions (one at a time, if it has several values), any one describable by a binary predicate, the truth
value of which may be rational or metarational or metaphysical. For its false value and more details see[316].
The patent community suffers from a broad incapability and/or refusal to recognize/admit that the peculiarities of ETCIs, as compared
to CTCIs, require thinking about their properties in a much more meticulous way4.a) ─ implied by the Supreme Court’s MBA framework
decisions, especially by Biosig and Alice, and enabled by the concise aspects of the inCs defining an ETCI, introduced by MayoIII.8.
─ testing it with the FSTP-Test for its satisfying all of 35 USC/SPL requirements needs only small additional steps ─
The Subsections III.1-.9 comprise much background information for showing that notionally the Supreme Court’s MBA framework requires, in refined testing of an ETCI under SPL, acting much more thoughtfully/meticulously than in JDE. If III.1-9 is taken as comprising information for blueprints for 2 IEG expansions, all this background is superfluous, especially all of the side remarks
here that provide this background. The IES namely may fully substitute it by taking care of it, pretending to the user ‘blue
skies’, i.e. every input it prompts from him/her is trivial. Informing it completely is possible, but not implemented by the IES
prototype[350].
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●The Blueprint for the IEG Update as to an ETCI’s "Inventive Concepts & Scope”●
III.1:

Basics of an ETCI's inventive concept(s), "inC(s)".
The “inC” is the groundbreaking and indispensable notion that enables an ETCI to perform
refined claiming.4.a) An ETCI’s inCs enable the application of the “nature of the nonPE invention”
to perform the "pre-A to post-A transformation of this invention‘s original nPE classical claiming
to this application’s refined claiming"IV. that the Supreme Court requires by its Alice decision.
Any one of an ETCI's inCs models metarationally or even rationally3.b) the increment that it contributes to the ETCI's “total inventivity” ─ which is defined to be the logical conjunction of all
inCs making up an ETCI. Therefore this ETCI’s inCs are called its “increments of inventivity”.
An ETCI's description by its inCs – as opposed to it classical description by its limitationsa) –
embodies several big advantages over the latter. One of them is that the description of an ETCI
by its inCs is much more concise than the one by its limitations. Namely, considering both these
descriptions as being two specifications of this ETCI, one immediately sees: The ETCI’s
description by its inCs directly defines all necessary and sufficient conditions to be met by this
ETCI, while the classical ETCI description defines only its necessary conditions to be met (i.e.,
leaving the sufficient ones undefined – whereby exhaustion is often impossible7.a))[259].
But this preciseness and scrutiny is absolutely indispensable with ETCIs, as any ETCI embodies (in addition to its usually more than 1 classical technology crC) at least 1 and at least
partially invisible/intangible/fictional and often not-fully-rational definable crC, which therefore is
definable only by means and on top of a fictional modelIII.8, which completely eliminates alias
"abstracts away" the 'low Metaphysics' being part of any ETCI[321]. I.e.: An inC defined on top of
such a model represents a natural phenomenon or an abstract idea embodied by the ETCI.
I.o.w.: Any ETCI comprises a "model-based" property – the corresponding inC models a
"natural phenomenon" or an “abstract idea”, both properties not really existing with CTCIs.
I.e., all inCs of a CTCI model visible/tangible/nonfictional properties.

III.2:

An ETCI’s inventive concepts are disclosed by its specification.
They are disclosed by the patent’s specification. Hence an inventive concept need not even be
quoted by the claim’s wording of an ETCI, if only the latter’s specification im- or explicitly
discloses its meaning and this wording comprises it (see the CAFC’s DDR case[156,160]). This
finishes the age old nonsense that “limitations must not be imported into claims’ wordings”.
Note: A patent specification may disclose, for one of its ETCIs, one or several sets of inCs, each
making-up this ETCI’s total inventivity, thus disclosing for this ETCI a single or finitely many
different descriptions, i.e. ‘interpretations’ – all of these being assumed to represent the same
invention[6,7,45,142], as otherwise this ETCI may be "indefinite"5.a).

4 .a

All elaborations on ETCIs hold also for CTCIs. Yet CTCIs’ claiming ─ normally classical and then wishy-washy as based on
limitations of its invention, which in turn is nowhere defined precisely ─ often isn’t concise enough to rule out confusion or risks
when dealing with an ETCI. Especially: Exactly/Precisely/Completely6.b) describing an abstract idea or natural phenomenon by its
limitation is logically impossible[316,320]. I.e.: To this end inCs have occasionally been used since ever, preserving the misbelief, they
were described by limitations, i.e. not making the user aware of this basic distinction. With CTCIs this distinction hardly matters6.a).
The vast majority of the patent community still considers this notion of ‘inventive concept’ as mysterious: Mayo/Alice namely left
its details open – as, in principle, it has long been known[2], how to precisely model any real-world (meta)rational issue (here: of an
invention or ETCI) by its “issue specific” concepts, which the Supreme Court accordingly called: the ETCI's “inventive” concepts.
Once accustomed to the sloppiness of classical claiming and its being based on “limitations”, this much more concise notion of
inC(s) is unfortunately a priori not quite trivial to grasp as somewhat more demanding ─ but is explained now, making it next to trivial.
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An ETCI’s inventive concepts enable its representation on 3 levels of notional resolution.
These 3 abstraction levels fix the problem that the MBA framework’s notion of an ETCI’s inC(s)
is too coarse/vague for reasoning about it as concisely & precisely as the MBA framework
requires.5.a) By its MBA decisions the Supreme Court clearly requires the here described[300/1.d)].
I.e.: Prior to starting this reasoning, the refinement of this notion is often inevitable. This refinement is ideally performed before this start, but practically it will be performed iteratively overlapping with this reasoning over the ETCI. These refining steps take place on 3 levels of notional
resolution: On the ETCI’s notionally “original, O”-level making aware the information in the
ETCI’s original representation. Thus the ETCI's specification of its patent (application) enables
vaguely identifying the O-inCs making up the ETCI, being the coarsest as vastly most informal level of notional resolution. On some (intermediary) “abstract, A”-level of notionally refined resolution of this information about this ETCI. This refinement already enables a precise yet still abstract
description of this information by A-inCs ─ described by A-level predicates ─ representing oneon-one or somehow jointly the preceding O-inCs. Finally: On some (lowest) “elementary, E”-level
of further refined notional resolution of the ETCI’s preceding A-level information, whereby this
refinement moreover enables disaggregating the compound A-inCs (i.e. their compound A-level
predicates) into conjunctions of their elementary E-inCs (elementary E-level predicates).
After this declarative description of the representation of all SPL knowledge about an ETCI embodied by all O-/A-/E-level inCs modeling ita)[271], the next 3 bullet points outline how it is procedurally gained – as ex- or implicitly required by all the Supreme Court’s MBA decisions:
● 1. step: creating/finding/guessing its inventive concept(s) on the O-level is trivial, once the
ETCI’s specification exists – prior to its existence this manifoldly creative process is highly
metaphysical but nevertheless supported by the IES[283,350];
● 2. step: deriving from this/these vague O-inC(s) its/their A-inC(s), describing the O-inC(s) by
formal predicates, thus getting more concise about the ETCI. I.e.: First
o determine, of this invention, its notional carrying pillar(s), called “ETCI-element(s)”b).
They are indicated by keywords in the ETCI’s specificationc), are the same on all 3 levels,
and separate ETCI’s concerns from each other[278]; then
o model precisely&exactly6.a) the properties of any ETCI-elementb) by a single predicatec).
● 3. step: deriving from this/these A-inC/s the (almost) always several E-inCs – any one
representing only a single thought6.e)/[5-9], i.e. defined in syntactically very restricted natural
English language exclusively based on ‘atomic’ notions thus getting totally precise about the
ETCI – such that any A-inC is a ‘conjunction’ of E-inCs and potential E-Csd).

5

.a This original knowledge representation of this ETCI is evidently provided solely by the ETCI’s specification. While this specification
often comprises different such O-levels of knowledge representation about this ETCI, therein even using different E-inCs, the assumption here is that the specification is not contradictory in itself ─ i.e. that the ETCI is the same with any one of these O-level knowledge
representations, rendering immaterial which one is depicted. Unless the ETCI is pathological (whereby it is unknown whether such an
ETCI exists at all[5-7]), it is proven that all its various corresponding well-defined COM(ETCIs) are isomorphic.
This top-/O(riginal)-level knowledge representation7.a) may always be ●made more concise & precise on the A(bstract)-level by
describing it with compound mathematical predicates[320], which in turn may be ●notionally refined into conjunctions of the ETCI’s
elementary mathematical predicates representing the ETCI’s elementary alias “atomic” building blocks7.a).
These 3 levels of notional resolution are passed every day in any intellectual perception process whatsoever in everybody's brain,
when getting precise about this initially only vaguely noticed perception – mostly without being aware of its O-/A-/E-level activities[271].
.b The ETCI-elements X0n, n=1,…, N, could also be seen as inventive concepts, similar as in Alice7.a). But this notional separation
between ETCI-elements and their properties is more intuitive. These ETCI-elements may have been determined within the 1. step or
by iteratively toggling between both steps, which applies also to the 3. step.
.c using a restricted natural language, almost exclusively based on “atomic” notions only[238],
.d see also7.d). Thereby the missing “in” indicates that it comprises no E-crCIII.6 but known prior to filing the patent application for ETCI. ACs are superfluous, as they are seen as parts of A-inCs, of which usually only their E-crC combinations in them matter ─ yet see[299].
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III.4:

An ETCI is described by its “combination of inventive concepts, COM(ETCI)”.
The COM(ETCI) is the structure of an ETCI’s A-/E-(n)crCs that the EDA-Test shows in its EDA16.a).
By the end of an ETCI’s claim interpretation it enables the inventor to check whether COM(ETCI)
at all correctly describes this ETCI’s inventivity as disclosed for the pposca) by its specification.

III.5:

An ETCI’s inventive/creative concepts are notional simplifications of "AIT-concepts".
The latter notion has been used since the late 60s, for general purpose recursively aggregating
compound concepts from more elementary (eventually “atomic”) ones. Yet both kinds of concepts
serve the same basic purpose, though of opposite “polarities”. Namely: Exactly/Precisely/Comletelyb) describing how new compound concepts are to be aggregated from given elementary ones,
resp. how given compound concepts are to be disaggregated into new elementary ones.
O-/A-/E-inCs facilitatec) MBA framework based decision making about this ETCId) ─ by contrast
to AIT-concepts, totally lacking any ‘SPL pragmatics’, e.g. III.3,6,7,9, and especiallye)f).

III.6:

Any E-inC is a pair “<’legal concept, E-leC’, ‘creative concept, E-crC’>”g). Thereby:
● Any E-leC is ‘ETCI nonspecific’, a priori defined on top of the for all ETCIs single ‘SPL-model’[320] provided by the IES. It is a legal justification as to one of the stereotypical FSTPtesto, 1≤o≤9 (by a multiple-choice icon selected by the IES user, prompted by the IES).
 Any E-crC is ‘ETCI specific’ and to be defined by the IES user’s input, on top of this E-crC’s
“E-crC-model”, by inputting this E-crC’s finite “truth set, E-crTS” – by the ETCI’s specification
necessarily disclosed for the pposc, being the same in the ETCI for all 9 FSTP-testo’s.

III.7:

There are 3 basic kinds of ETCIs’ inventive/creative concepts.
Three kinds of inCs, defined by the Supreme Court’s MBA decision, must be distinguished –
●ordinary inCs, ●exceptional inCs (modeling abstract ideas and/or natural phenomenah), the
occurrence of which in an ETCI’s COM(ETCI) renders the ETCI nonPEEDA4, unless it has a particular structure, as recapitulated from[300] in III.9), and ●AliceinCsFIG1 (recapitulated also in III.9).

6 .a

For reducing inCs to crCs see III.6. Note: This exactness/correctness/completeness assertionb) of the description of the ETCI by the inventor – unconditionally required by the Supreme Court’s Biosig decision– is impossible if instead of crCs their incomplete logic complements
(i.e. their limitations) are used for describing the ETCI4.a). “pposc” abbreviates ‘person of pertinent ordinary skill and creativity’.
COM(ETCI) is also extremely dense, i.e. often only ½-1 page long, and by SPL unassailable – if the ETCI is properly documented.
.b “Exact” stressing this definition’s seamlessly matching 35 USC legal MBA framework notions (indispensable for ETCIs’ absolute legal
robustness), “precise”/”concise” its factually not staying within the vague pre-MBA/SPL semantics, but be fully rational.
The argument that none of the Supreme Court decisions explicitly requires this degree of scrutiny as required here is obsolete:
The MBA framework strives for consistency, predictability, and robustness in SPL precedents about ETCIs, otherwise not achievable.
.c ─ in addition to modeling/disaggregating/checking an ETCI by them ─
.d as they enable determining an ETCI’s definiteness/PE/and patentability ─ for mathematical E-crCs even automatically by the IES[350].
.e This totally fundamental Kant-like insight “1 E-crC models 1 independent thought” and vice versa originates from the German BGH’s
Gegenstandstraeger decision (1996) in a CTCI’s nonobviousness case (after several quite similarly justified nonobviousness BGH
decisions, which all then went unnoticed by the German patent community[6,7,9,237]). I.e.: crCs are often precisely definable only on the
E-level, e.g. as A-level items usually don’t meet this notional “atomicity” requirement to represent only 1 independent thought[6,7,8,64,142].
Accordingly, any E-crC modeled notion is seen to be an ‘atomic’ notion. This does not mean that the elements of the TS describing an E-crC must be a finite set only: This TS may consist e.g. of finitely many intervals of real numbers (being infinite sets). The
peer E-leCs are trivially finite. If the ETCI’s specification doesn’t disclose for the pposc “enough” such ‘only 1 thought representing’ EcrCs ─ it is unknown whether such ETCIs exist, at all ─ this ETCI is called “pathologic” and is ignored here [5-7].
.f automatically translatable into an SPL equivalent “Legal Argument Chain, LAC” for human perception in various representations[268].
.g This implies, for any E-inC, clearly separating its SPL aspects from its subject matter aspect. This would greatly improve the separation
in the invention’s presentation of its factual from its legal aspect, by its inventor or the like just as in its critics by the USPTO’s
examiner. Today examiners in their Office Actions very often insolubly merge these two logically independent aspects, thus seriously
aggravating their communications with the rest of the world, in particular the patent owners/applicants.
Due to this dual character of inCs, they are often seen as "mongrels" ─ as seen by the Supreme Court’s Markmann decision, in
which it denoted an ETCI’s claim interpretation as “mongrel practice” as being of exactly this dual character. No E-leC needs to be
disclosed, as all finitely many are a priori known to the IES by 35 USC/SPL (incl. all precedential decisions).
A-leCrs are finite conjunctions of E-leCrs – enabling rationally reasoning about any ETCI’s by finitely many LACsf), legally being
of the same structure for all ETCIs. This is a key objective of FSTP-Technology[350].
Note that the A-/E-leCs do not model all legal properties of an ETCI: They model only those of the E-crCs one-by-one ─ while
the ETCI’s complex as intermeshed legal properties are checked by the FSTP- or EDA-Test’s sub-tests, also vastly separated from
each other. This perfectly clean cut structure enormously simplifies testing an ETCI for whatsoever SPL property.
.h While ordinary inCs are constant over time (i.e. are deterministic) and fully rational, exceptional inCs are assumed to be metarationally
indeterministic and hence to be potentially expanding over time (natural phenomena) or potentially allowing this anytime (abstract ideas).
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A rational ETCI's scope and its rationalization7.a)
Just a reminder: All preceding SPL notions are metaphysical3.b) (i.e. of pre-MBA/classical/pre-A
quality of thinking), or metarationalb) (i.e. of post-MBA/refined/post-A such quality)c) ─ and no
SPL notion is hitherto rational (i.e. of post-MBA/refined/post-A and mathematics such quality)c).
The rest of Section III changes over from this hitherto metarationality to rationality, due to several
practically extremely important reasons ─ each dealing with automating some ETCI business ─
by far overcompensating the cost of mathematically describing the ETCI’s inCs by IDL[320].
For an allegedly rational ETCI disclosed by its specification, its rationalized “E-scope(ETCI)”d) is
by running its claim interpretation through the EDA-TestFIG1. The metarational scope(ETCI) then
is defined, in terms of trivial Set Theory and t being the time, as follows:
"scopet(ETCI)" ∷= {∀rtt,R(ETCI) ϵ (TSt,R(ETCI)TSt(ETCI)Dt(ETCI)DISt(ETCI))}e), whereby
"DISt(ETCI)"
"Dt(ETCI)"
"TSt(ETCI)"
"TSt,R(ETCI)

≡ "Disclosure (K-Tuple) Set of ETCI at t≥0" ∷= {∀ ϵ ∏1≤k≤KDISt(E-crC0k)},
≡ "Domain Set of ETCI at t≥0" ∷= {∀ϵ ∏1≤k≤KDt(E-crC0k)}, Dt(E-crC0k)DISt(E-crC0k)},
≡ "Truth Set of ETCI at t≥0" ∷= {∏1≤k≤KtTSt(E-crC0k)},
TSt(E-crC0k) Dt(E-crC0k)},
1≤k≤Kt
t,R
≡ "Realization TS of ETCI at t≥0 ∷= {∏
TS (E-crC0k)}, TSt,R(E-crC0k)TSt(E-crC0k)}.

I.e.: The total reliance on mathematics enables defining the scope(ETCI) absolutely precisely.
This implies: Whether any ETCI is protected by SPL is mathematically testable ─ by the IES at
least strongly supported, if not even vastly automatically. For a potential infringement/preemption then holds the same support, i.e. this ETCI’s scopet(ETCI) is violated by another ETCI*, iff
there is at least one RTt(ETCI) = RTt*(ETCI) for t=0/t≥0, i.e. scopet(ETCI)scopet(ETCI*)≠Фe).
A final remark as to TSt,R(ETCI): In[301] this term was erroneously left away, thus
committing almost exactly the same deviation from the Supreme Court’s Alice analysis, for that
this author criticized the CAFC in several of its recent PE decisions. This is by no means only a
marginal aspect, as technically for an ETCI potentially decisive and ignoring this Alice requirement ─ e.g. by the IEG’s two-step test ─ might determine the ETCI PE, thus contradicting the
Alice analysis determining it nPE.
7

.a Rationality requires that all the items considered are defined mathematically. Here these mathematical definitions may be written in

IDL[320], being a trivial English idiom refraining from requiring to use mathematical terms, i.e. enabling the analyzer to completely avoid
using mathematical expressions. For the here purposes it is simpler to use the few Mathematics needed by the following elaborations.
A concept C is notionally & mathematically a mapping M(D(C)) of a set “domain, D(C)” and therein C’s “Truth set, TS(C)” to
another set. As here only binary concepts need to be used, the second set comprises only the elements/values {T,F}, and M then is
called a “predicate”, defined on D(C) and mapping M(TS(C))=>{T}  M(D(C)\TS(C))=>{F}. Semantically, a concept represents a property of an ETCI-elementa), whereby here only E-level concepts need to be explained, as A-/O-level concepts are their conjunctionsIII.3.
For an ETCI (having N ETCI-elements X0n, 1≤n≤N5.b)) an E-inC’s E-crCIII.7 models by its D(E-crC) a “new” atomic propertyIII.3 of
an ETCI-element X0n, nϵ[1,N], whereby the elements of D(E-crC) represent these properties. An E-inC’s E-leC(s)III.6 model(s) by
its/their TS(E-leC)(s) the “arguable sub tests, ASTs” showing that the to this E-leC sibling E-crC is disclosed by ETCI’s specification8.a).
.b being in general much more concise than “analog” claiming, to use an ironic metaphor for classical claiming, but not yet precise
.c Nevertheless, this metarational refinement actually used by the Supreme Court’s MBA framework decisions fully sufficed to induce
●metarationally refining classic claiming correspondingly and ●developing the FSTP-Technology and the IES[9.b], as here presented.
In this very specific area of law, in “SPL of MBA framework flavor”, it is fortunately possible to increase this quality of reasoning
to rationality ─ insofar seemingly being unique ─ i.e. to define all its notions fully mathematically. For the exact meaning of the notion
“scope(ETCI)”, this increased quality of reasoning does not only remove the otherwise unavoidable residual uncertainty about what an
ETCI’s scope exactly6.b) is. As metarational claiming doesn’t use, in an ETCI’s description of its patent(application)’s specification, only
its inCs but also its limitations, it states solely the necessary requirements to be met by itIII.1. I.e., it is principally impossible to derive
from this specification the precise/complete scope(ETCI). This holds, although the ETCI description is finite in terms of its inCs, which
in turn may be defined by infinite sets. Thus, its knowledge representation cannot be exhausted and hence is also metarational. And
this holds only if it is noticed that its description establishes a ‘finite inC problem’. Otherwise the classic notion of scope(ETCI) is of
highly speculative Metaphysics.
.d ─ which establishes the big problem in many violation cases, completely eliminated by the rational notion of scope(ETCI). More
precisely: Due to the enormous power of today’s computers, the mathematical expressions for an ETCI right of the “∷=” may be
derived, for t=0, instantly from its mathematical specification alias COM(ETCI)[320], thus deciding any such dispute momentarily.
.e This ‘E-set-up’ is called the “E-model” of scope(ETCI), discussed in detail in[301/ftn8,320]; its “A-/O-crC models” are the mathematical
products of their A-/O-set-ups[301/ftn8]. This completely/precisely/exactly rationalizes scope(ETCI) on its E-/A-/O-levels.
As any ETCI comprises at least one exceptional E-inCIII.7 or comprises none but as such is an abstract idea, for this
scope(ETCI) holds "scopet≥0(ETCI)⊇scopet=0(ETCI)", whereby here only t=0 counts, but is of interest for modeling preemptions.
.f FSTP = “facts screening/transforming/presentation”[300], IES = “Innovation Expert System”[9.b,350], CI = ETCI, “CI” and “TT0” for “limited to”
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●The Blueprint for the IEG Update as to “Transforming an nPE Invention to a PE ETCI”●
III.9:

An ETCI's being “significantly more” equivalent to “of limited preemptivity only”

The preceding Subsections dealt primarily with inCs as such (including their representation on the O-/A/E-level of notional resolution), with their use for describing the ETCI-elements’ creative and legal
properties as such, and told that 3 kinds of inCs are needed to this endIII.7. Subsection III.9 now deals
with the use of inCs for describing all other and more sophisticated requirements stated explicitly by the
35 USC §§ 101/102/103/112 or the US Supreme Court ─ and to be met by the inCs defining an ETCI
under PE test (by the Alice “Test”, in refinement being the EDA-Test), e.g. that this ETCI is "significantly
more" than the nPE invention/TT0 and of "limited preemptivity".
All the patent community, including the CAFC and the USPTO’s IEG, originally had huge difficulties with
inferring meaningful semantics/pragmatics/semiotics into these key terms (below identified by their highlighting one way or the other). But recently, the CAFC just as a number of IT experts from industry
showed unmistakably at pertinent conferences that they no longer have such problems but enjoy that
the “MBA framework thinking” significantly increases the quality of the patents that they are drafting.8.a)

IV. Not Applying §101 and Alice Invites Troubles with Any Patent on an ETCI
To continue, where the first paragraph in Section I ended: The Berlin meeting served primarily the
clarification that “§101&Alice” is really indispensable in SPL, thereby also raising the question, how JDE
─ if extended to comprise rational claiming ─ were related to "refined/post-A“ rational claiming.
The informal outcome was that not dropping the application of “§101&Alice” is by practical reasons
indeed indispensable in SPL ─ especially as to the notions “infringing” and “licensing”b) ─ otherwise the
need of strange cross licensing, anyway being practically problematic, becomes unavoidable.
E.g.: Not applying § 101 in the Supreme Court’s Alice interpretation in an ETCI’s SPL test ─ Alice is by
FIG1 represented as EDA-Test for an ETCI’s PE, explained in detail in[301]/1.f), and here implied bya) ─
would normally invite intricate preemption troubles. The reason being that any ETCI comprises at least
one exceptional E-inC, which by definition potentially increases its domain autonomously and in an unpredictable way, hence also the scopet(ETCI)III.8, thus rendering this ETCI unlimited preemptive7.e).
Then, if an ETCI1 were patented already, and an ETCI2 were preempted by ETCI1 after some time (i.e.
initially not), and §101/Alice were not applied, ETCI2 might be patented, too, as both their applications
are seemingly not identical (and classically they are not parts of the resp. scope(ETCI1) and
scope(ETCI2)). Then both patent owners were not entitled to use their respective ETCIs, unless he/she
gets the license to this use from the other patent owner. But in the US this license were hardly
enforceable by law (not to speak of a fair price). This were the end of investing into R&D.
8

.a The Alice analysis requires from an ETCI – if it comprises an nPE TT0, then checked positive by EDA4, indicated by the “≠+Ф” – to
comprise also, as a necessary condition for the ETCI's patent-eligibility, an application A (of TT0) checked positive by EDA7, which
embodies an inC independent of TT0’s inCs checked positive by EDA6 as making the ETCI "significantly more" than the nature of this
TT0. I.e., any correct interpretation of the Supreme Court's Alice test must check whether the ETCI's specification discloses an application
of the nature of TT0 – as Alice explicitly requires – "... transform[ing] the nature of the claim [alias TT0] into a patent-eligible application", and additionally an inventive concept transforming the nature of the ETCI's TT0 into "... significantly more than a patent upon the
[ineligible concept] itself" [being TT0]. Thus, an ETCI must comprise of its claim/TT0 its “nature”, by common sense and ever philosophical thinking[326] meaning: with all its applications being the resp. “TT0 kernel” of the ETCI, yet under the application’s precondition that it
embodies an "inventive concept, inCAlice, such that the ETCI is significantly more than what TT0's concepts embody. Thereby nobody
would assert: A space1 based on a set1 of independent concepts (i.e. of ETCI) is not "significantly more" than a space2 based on a set2 of
concepts (i.e. of TT0), if space2space1 and set2set1 – in particular, as the element(s) of set1\set2≠ is(are) inventive concepts of the
ETCI. (This colloquially presented rationale is easily translated into a mathematically stated one by considering the resp. RTSes [142,182,320]).
From this presentation becomes evident that the trivial notion of “inventive concept” defined in7.a) is extremely amenable to being
used as needed here, and thereby presents itself by the end of an MBA framework based ETCI analysis as intellectually really demanding
.b The meaning of the term ●another invention “infringes ETCI’ is defined to mean RTS(ETCI) ∩ RTS(invention) ≠ Ф, i.e. at least one
RT of the invention is also an RTϵRTS(ETCI), and of ●‘licensing ETCI’ opens hitherto unknown licensing opportunities ─ in that it
now is possible to license of such an ETCI not only the entire RTS(ETCI) but also only arbitrary subsets, what evidently significantly
increases the economic appeal of the licensing business.
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